
Tyro Christian Formal Dress Code
For Students and their Guests

Students and guests MUST be in compliance and sign this form to be admitted to the event.
 
Please follow these guidelines:
--If your dress is short, remember it needs to pass the dollar-bill width requirement of the school dress 

code.
--If your dress has a slit, the slit must also pass he dollar-bill width requirement of the school dress 

code (same as the length).
--If your dress is cut low on the back, be sure it is no lower than the middle of your back.

‐--If you have see through fabric, be sure it is an overlay. There must be another fabric layer
underneath.
--If your dress is cut low in the front, be sure no cleavage is showing.
--Shawls or shrugs must be worn if dress does not have a shoulder strap – just remember that you’ll 

want to be comfortable, as well as modest.
--No clingy or extremely tight material is allowed.

Modesty is the key to dressing to please the Lord, and is a guideline of Tyro Christian Schools.
Students will need to meet these dress standards to enter a formal event. Parents, please make sure
your student is appropriately dressed.

If you are not sure if the dress you are planning to wear meets this dress code you may set up an
appointment to model the dress before TCHS staff or send a picture of yourself in the dress (both
front and back view) to tyrochristianschool@gmail.com. 

This form must be signed and returned to the TCHS office.

I have read, understand and agree to comply with these policies.  I understand if my dress does
not meet this standard, I will not be admitted to the formal event.

TCHS Student/Guest signature__________________________________Date__________________

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

As parent/guardian, I understand the Formal Dress Code and take responsibility of assuring my
daughter is meeting the Formal Dress Code. I understand if my student does not meet this
standard, she will not be admitted to the formal event.  If my student is taking a guest, this applies
to guests also.

Parent signature________________________________________________ 

Date__________________


